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Many of us pictured ourselves

racing to get our vaccines, ripping

our masks off and running to the

social groups and activities we

once loved. Yet for many of us, the

time is here but we still don’t feel

quite ready. Our social capacity

has significantly reduced and

some maybe even daydreaming

about being home alone again.

Reintegration is proving to be

more of a challenge than we once

thought. 

If we jump in too fast, you may

start to feel exhaustion, anxiety,

feelings of dullness and overall

irritation. Social anxiety can

sometimes feel like hitting a wall.

Making a plan to reintegrate can

help avoid the negative feelings

and help you make the most of

returning to normal. 

First, go at your own pace. Regain

a sense of control of your life by

being selective with plans. Your

friends, significant other or family

might be much more eager to fill

up their social calendar than you

are - but that’s okay. Don’t feel the

need to say “yes” to everything.

You can decide how, when and

how often you’d like to

reintegrate. 

Second, imagine before doing.

Imaginal exposure is a technique

used in therapy that allows us to

feel prepared before entering the

environment physically, allowing

for more feelings of control. 
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Third, use what you’ve learned in

isolation. Self-reflection may have

shifted your priorities and

realigned what really makes you

feel good. Now you know having a

jam-packed schedule that doesn’t

bring you happiness is a waste of

energy. Remove the pressure of

picking up everything you once

did and the hats you once wore.

 

Lastly, understand reintegration

will come in waves. Some weeks

you may be eager to see everyone

and do everything. The next you

may just want to recharge your

social batteries and finish your

Netflix series alone.

  

We owe it to ourselves to live the

way we enjoy. Always be patient

with yourself.
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